
Decolonising 
Computing 
Education

WHAT

WHERE

HOW

WHY

Decolonising is not a metaphor

Computing & colonialism

EDI / decolon 
relationship

Use of theory

Neocolonialism or just colonialism?

Emodiment

Inclusive curriculum

Tension with politics

Extra assessment

International students

Hardware

Ethical & sustainable 
procurement issues

La Rinconada, Peru: illegal 
mining at 5000m altitude

Bolivia, lithium

Congo, cobalt

Mobile phones

World of info but biased

Unequal distribution of knowledge

Resource extraction

Benefits to African farmers

Software systems

Spy software

Student surveillance

Software engineering

Reductionism
Alienation 

(production lines)

Decomposition

Offshoring

Sustainable requirements 
engineering

Data

Extractive

Taken from individuals

AI analysis in Kenya 
exploitative

Machine learning

Insufficiently diverse

Learning sets biased

Poorly paid labour

Traumatic experiences
of unpleasant data

Unpicking capitalism

Reparations

Neocolonial 
computing circuits

Resource extraction

Embedding in immaterial
(standards etc)

Deeply embedded
colonial impulse

Colonial expansion

Global information society

World & Computing

World making

Thus need to understand 
world systems

"Colonialism ended in 
1960s" (yet still persists)

Historical entanglements
of dawn of computing

WW2

Imperialism

Decolonial struggle

Need to consider Computing 
as part of social sciences

Decolonising approaches

All computing is sociotechnical

Domain of the immaterial

Commitments

Epistemological decoupling

Ethical / political 
(preferential option)

Class is not a 
protected 

characteristic

Are we actually 
deconstructing capitalism?

Not enough just to bring 
rich ppl from abroad

Where does 
decolon work fit?

EDI committees

Staff diversity

Dept/instit redesign 
(people & processes)

Inclusion by itself is 
insufficient for EDI

Best theorists are simultaneously political actors

Particular decolonial- 
adjacent theorists

Marx

Fanon

Claudia Jones

etc etc!

Translating for 
Computing audiences

Challenge to 
pragmatise concepts

Complexities of 
academic discourse

Who has the 
responsibility to 

decolonise?

Institutional priorities

Performative?

Alignment to teaching?

Awareness among colleagues

Reparations?

Privliege & tension

Allies

When to speak, when to be silent

Avoiding white saviourism

Black people 
speaking

24/7 experience

Exhaustion

Levels of 
engagement 
in decolon

Reading lists

EDI

Radicalism

Everyone!

Achieving successful 
decolonisation in 
Computing & ITBottom- up change

Don't shy away from 
awkward conversations

Changing mindsets

Not pessimistic but realistic

Can be emotionally difficult: 
what are your support groups?

Ethically: only by 
scrapping every IT 

system in the world 
(due to harm)

'Team Luddite'

Sustainability

Ongoing exploitation

Student survey

Staff scepticism

Do we define decolonisation?

Themes

Irrelevant to computing

Not needed

Woke Marxism

More positive attitudes

Impact of religion
Any religion vs no religion

Not clear why; maybe 
self- questioning

Quite surprising

Digital/data colonialism

Data as neocolonialism

Surveillance capitalism

Indigenous populations

See BBC doc, 'South 
America' (Simon Reeve)

Mistreatment by UK govt

Academics just 
talking to each other

Language

Racialisation of 
black = inferior

Universities can be 
forces for inequality

Opposition to power structures

Political struggle

Renaming of buildings

Caribbean 
scholarships 

(Glasgow)

Not enough 
by itself

Glasgow

Univ West 
London libraries

Canterbury 
Christ Church

Are  our courses taking 
a decolonial mindset?

Examine your own 
life & networks

Developing guidelines

Co- creation

Based on literature

Based on lived experience

Respecting positionality

Pedagogies & innovations
[ACTIVITY 2 EXERCISE, 
NOT CAPTURED HERE]


